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DARK SCENES  0F  HISTORY, by G. P. R.  James.  1852
A recent  addition to the  Society Library is  entitled  'Dark Scenes  of History '.

Published  in  1852  this  volume  contains such  choice  chapters as the death of
Arthur of Britanny, the atrocities of the Templars, not to mention the Herodian
massacre  of the  innocents.  It would not be surprising to find in this  Victon'an book
a chapter  dealing with two boys in the  Tower  and the  wicked  monster who did
away with them. There  is one suchentitled  Perkin  Warbeck, but  with a  slight
twist; the boys are Warbeck and Warwick and the  wicked  monster is Henry
Tudor.

The  story, for  such  it is in spite of  historical  annotations, starts in the  early
days  after  Bosworth, on  August  the 25th. Although there was no definite news,
rumour was rife  that  the  great battle  had  been  won by Henry Tudor and  that
Richard  was slain.  Soon, however, a messenger  arrives  post haste  at the Tower
where he  conveys  the  news  of  Richard’s  defeat to" Richard of York who is
apparently still alive. The  young Prince  is given into the safe keeping of  a  monk
who  takes  him  across  to  Tournay.

The  monk  and the prince  both  hear rumours of the Lambert Simnel rebellion,
and  hear  also  of the  boy’s  fate.  In time the  monk dies  and the prince remains  alone
in the  house  of  Usbeck. Being bored and not liking the  coarse  folk of  Tournay, he
boards a  ship which eventually appears off the  coast  of Ireland in  1492.  When he
lands, comments are  made regarding his likeness to Edward IV.  When  asked for
his  name  'he  states simply—‘Richard Plantagenet’.

Richard manages  to  establish  his  identity with various  Irish notables, and
eventually crosses  to  France  where he is acknowledged and welcomed by Charles
VIII.  France, however, is under  pressure  from  both  the Emperor  Maximilian  on
the one side and  Henry Tudor  on the  other.  Charles decides  that  he has to  make
an alliance  with  England and  this  is conditional on Richard being given up to
Henry.

A  compromise is arrived at by which  Richard  is quickly despatched to the
Duchess  of  Burgundy before  the  treaty is  signed  so  that Charles  can truthfully say
that Richard  is not on French soil. On  arriving in Malines, Margaret  is informed
of  Richard’s presence  and her  first  reaction is  that  he is  another  Simnel, although
she admits to  having heard a rumour  to the  effect  that  the younger of the princes
had  escaped. Margaret  is persuaded to‘ see Richard and resolves to question him
about  the  court  of Edward IV.

The interview  between Margaret  and  Richaxd  starts  with the Duchess of
Burgundy being on the defensive and  accusing Richard  of being an impostor,
reminding him  that  the  Earl  of Lincoln had  persuaded  her to act similarly some
years  previous  in  accepting Simnel as her nephew.  Richard  shows great
confidence  in all he  says  in reply to his  aunt’s  questioning, and proceeds to  relate
how he  came  to  escape  from the Tower.
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In  essence this  was simply that immediately after Bosworth, three staunch
friends of his  father’s  came in the  night  and  took  him to  a house  where his mother
and sister Cecily were waiting.  Margaret catechises  him on  various  points and
asks  Richard to  describe  Brackenbury, which  he  does  to her  satisfaction.  She  then
tries to trap him  into saying that  he was at  Stony Stratford, which  he denies
vehemently. After  some  further questions his  aunt asks  the  Prince  to describe his
father.

This  is,  done  in great  detail, ending up with  an  incident when Edward  had
asked  for  a  window  to be  opened  as he  felt  faint.  This  fact was apparently never
noised  abroad for fear of  causing alarm among the  people that  their invincible
king should succumb to feeling faint.  Richard was the only person not present told
of this  matter  and  this  finally convinces Margaret that  he  must  be  genuine.

From this moment on he was  accepted  as the  rightful  heir to the  English
throne.  This naturally was  a great  worry to  Henry Tudor who  immediately had
Sir James Tyn'el imprisoned and make his confession  regarding the  slaying and
burying of  both  the  boys.  Ambassadors  were  sent  abroad  to discredit Richard,
but  without much  success. Finally Sir Robert  Clifford, the son of the slayer of
Rutland, was despatched to Burgundy and, surprisingly, replied to  Henry that  he
acknowledged Richard  as the  Duke  of York. This proves  later  to be  a  subterfuge
to try to persuade Richard to  return.

Where  all  these  devious  methods of Henry Tudor’s  failed, the  people  of
Ghent, Bruges  and  Antwerp succeeded.  For Henry had prohibited all traffic
movement  between  England  and the Low Countries, and the  local people  were
naturally losing a great deal  of  trade. Richard, therefore, enters  into  conversation
with  the  Archduke  Philip and his  aunt Margaret  and informs  them  of his  intention
to leave  their  country and try to regain the English throne.

In  1495  on July 3rd, Richard  Plantagenet lands  at  Sandwich  with  a  large
force of men and supplies, his  supporters  all proudly proclaiming that they are
under the banner of the  Duke  of  York.  It  appears  at  first that  the  local inhabitants
are  a  welcoming party but  this turns  out to be another of Henry Tudor’s tricks,
and  a number  of Richard’s men are killed.  With heavy heart  he turns  away from
the  English  coast  and  eventually ends up in  Scotland  at the court of James IV.
There  he  meets  and  falls  in love  with Catherine Gordon.  James  gives  his  full
support  to  Richard  and  even giva  the support of the  Scottish army to  make
incursions  into England, in an  attempt  to win the  people  over  to  Richard’s  side.
All to no avail for, though  the  people hated  Henry Tudor, they hated  his
vengeance  more and the  fate  of Stanley was still fresh in  their  minds.

However, the greed of Henry proved to be his own  downfall, for in  1497  he
raised  taxes  to  such  limits  that many rose  against  him.  This, combined with  the
fact that  James  wishes  to be at” peace  with England, makes  Richard turn his  face
towards  the  land  of his birth and try once  more to  obtain  the throne  that  was
rightly his. His  great  concern is for his wife, but she  loyally stays  by him.

On  hearing that  Richard has returned .to England the men of  Cornwall  and
Devon ask him to be  their  leader and  fight against  the  Tudor. This army takes  St
Michael’s Mount  and  attempts  to win  Exeter, but  without  success. A sense  of
impending defeat falls  over the men and  eventually Richard is  captured  by
Henry’s  men.  On  being shown  to the populace as an  apparent  impostor, Richard
impresses everyone, not  least  Henry himself, with  his  extreme  dignity.  Henry’s
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next ploy also  fails  when  he allows the nobility of England to see the  Duke  of
York  as an impostor, and  they are more convinced  than  ever from his  regal
bearing that  he is who he  claims  to be.  Finally Henry Tudor,  in desperation,
decides that  Richard, along with  the Earl of  Warwick must  die, but in  such  a»- way
that  the law  would  seem to have  been obeyed.

While  languishing in the  Tower  awaiting his fate,  Richard  strikes up
conversation  with a  servant of Sir  John Digby who allows him to be free of his
immediate prison and to  roam  the  grounds  of the inner walls. In so  doing Richard
spots the Earl of  Warwick  at  a  window, and introduces himself. The  Earl  is very
mistrustful and like others  before him, disbelieves  that  the  young man is in fact his
cdusin. Richard, to convince him relates  a  childhood incident  when  they were
both  shooting their  arrows.

It  appears that  they were  both  shooting at Eltham when one of the  arrows
went through  a  window and the  other  archer  gave  his arrow to the  guilty one and
took  the  blame  on  himself.  The recalling of  this  incident thoroughly serves to
convince Warwick  that Richard  is who he  claims  to‘be.  It now appears  that  the
two  young men  have been brought together  deliberately in order to prove
conspiracy and  thereby enable them  to be executed. Richard has his  suspicions
regarding the  Digby servant and  manages  to persuade  Warwick that  he  must  be
careful in all he  says  and  does. These suspicions  are confirmed  when additional
freedoms  are  granted  to the prisoners.

A  date  is fixed for an  attempt  to escape, and  then  postponed to  a  later  one in
order to  test  the  supposed  traitors. As  there  are no signs  that  their plan has  been
leaked  to Henry, it is decided  that they have both  been over-cautious and  a
genuine  escape attempt  is  arranged. Needless  to say they are  both  captured  and
Henry’s  plan has succeeded beautifully.

Richard Plantagenet  goes  bravely to his  death  on  Tyburn  tree, while
Warwick is  condemned  for  high  treason and  executed  on Tower Hill, much  to the
indignation  of the people. Henry tried to  justify what  he had  done  in terms of  State
security but did not succeed in  convincing his  people.  The moral of  this tale,  if
such  there be, can  best  be  summed  up in the last sentence:

‘The male  line of Tudor  became  extinct  in one more  generation; and policy
and crime  effected nothing to perpetuate the  dynasty.’

This  historical  novel  is quite readable and  makes  a refreshing change  from
the more  usual  anti-Ricardian literature of the  Victorian era.  It is rather curious
that  no mention is made of the  fate  or otherwise of Edward V. The author  appears
basically to follow the Walpole  theory regarding Warbeck, and to  have  referred to
a  number of  basic  Ricardian  source  materials combined  with  his own  imagination.
In short, an  enjoyable  fifty pages of  light  reading. -

ANTHONY B. L.  DOVE
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MEDIEVAL WARFARE, by H. W. Koch.  Bison  Books  Ltd., 1978
The  author, with the  help of  several research  assistants,  has produced  a  book

whose  vast number of  illustrations  will classify it as  a  ‘coffee-table  guide’, but
whose  text  deserves a  close reading.  Although  Koch  attempts  neither the  epic
sweep of Sir  Charles Oman’s  two volume  study of The Art qf War in the  Middle
Ages,  nor the controlled insight of Maurice  Keen’s  investigation  into  The  Laws  of
War in the  Late Middle  Ages,  he  deals  fairly with many aspects of his topic.
However, those  interested in  analysis  or description of the campaigns of the Wars
of the  Roses  would be advised to  look to more specialised  texts: Koch  confines
recognition of the English civil  conflict  to one sentence and two  pages  of
illustrations.

Most  admirable is the way in which the author  deals forthrightly with  the
problem  of determining which  centuries  should be termed the Middle Ages, a
question that must  be  acknowledged, if not solved, by every historian who  writes
of processes through  time. Koch points  out the artificiality of all  dating, but his is
more  than  an  empty observation. While searching for  justification  for starting the
book  with  Roman  methods of  warfare  and  ending with the  Thirty Years’ War, the
author  is prompted to  define  the  focus  of his writing.  MOVing beyond  the  motives
of individuals, Koch aims  to  explore ‘the  societies  which reared  them, the social
and economic framework within which they operated, and the  changes within  that
framework  that  affected and transformed  the  methods of conducting war’.

True  to his intent, Koch begins  in the  Roman  world, describing with
admiration the Germanic  tactical  unit, often composed of men related by blood,
which  he believes formed it into an efficient and cohesive force. Admiration blends
with defence when  Koch underlines the  point that  the Germanic barbarians, far
from being a  threat to the continued  existence  of the  classical  culture, sought  to
absorb  most  of its  aspects.  This defence leads the author to an  unfortunate
adoption of the  Pirenne  thesis, insisting that  the  social  and  economic  unity of
Wastem Europe was broken  only by the spread of Islam, and not the barbarian
tribes of the north.

Koch does better  in his short history of the rise and consolidation of the
Frankish- kingdom, and in the  examination  of his theme  that  success  comes  to
those  peoples who are  best  able  to  adapt  their  enemies’ equipment and  skills  for
their  own  use.  England is never the primary focus of the  book, and  Koch  merely
hints at the  military achievements of  King Alfred and the burghal hidage, most
recently studied by David  Hinton in  Alfred's Kingdom.  The economic and
military origins  of feudalism are  clearly traced, and the special sections on siege
techniques  and weaponry, heraldry, castle building, and  cannons  and  artillery, are
concise and  illuminating.  The illustrations themselves are colourfully reproduced,
but the credits are  inadequate, and  there  are at  times  disconce_rting combinations
of  medieval  works  with Victorian drawings  and  sketchés.  Moreover, the
illustrations are used primarily as  examples  of  weapons, armour, and  battle
formation, with  little  mention of the  contemporaries’ view of warfare and the
enemy as expressed_ m  art.

Koch’s  prose is uneven, but  perhaps that reflects  his  interests  rather  than  his
ability.  His blow-by-blow  account  of the Crusades  accurately suggests  the  _
weariness of the  actual campaigns which  the  combatants mayhave experienced.
However, he accomplishes  this  feeling at the  expense of losing for his  readers any
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sense  of the excitement of the mission, and the charismatic  qualities  by which
secular  and religious leaders convinced Europe of the glorious and just cause.

Koch  becomes  a  better  storyteller when relating the military confrontations of the
Germans and the Hussites, the latter of which  fought with  mobile wagon-castles
and  early hand guns. This  chapter is illustrated  with depictions  of the Wars of the
Roses, presumably to  make  the point  that both  1n England  and' m Central  Europe,
knighthood  and chivalry were no longer ideals to be respected.

The ethics of warfare comprise as  large a  part of  Koch’s  study as the
evolution  of artillery. Having examined  the early medieval emphasis on  personal
bravery and the changes in  tactics  necessary to  accommodate heavy armour, the
author  concentrates on  these  aspects in terms of the Hundred  Years’ War.  His
approach to the English victories at Crecy and  Agincourt  is the traditional one
based on the use of the  longbow  and the arrangement of  troops, for the most part
unmounted, in  a  defensive'position. Fresh  thinking appears  instead in his refusal
to consider the French  ignorant  despite their  early losses  and the  long time  they
took  in learning new  tactical  lessons.  Although unstated, Koch would  seem to be
moving toward some new work carried out by J. J. N. Palmer of Hull University,
whose  rethinking of the French campaigns has resulted in forming the  social,
economic, and moral reasons why the French armies  continued  to  attack even
when  at  a disadvantage. Koch’s ethical  approach  concludes with expressions of
admiration for Swiss professionalism.  Based  as it was upon the Germanic
principles of  close  formation  based  on kinship and  a  sense of community, Swiss
implementation of ambush and dismounted  attacks  undermined  traditional  values
and approaches. Koch brings the  study full circle by a  comparison  with the
Germanic  tribes  with which he began.

Few if any soldiers went into  battle without expecting remuneration.  Those
who  fought only for the  monetary reward that  battle  could  give  them, such  as the

condottieri  of fourteenth-century Italy,  received more  censure  than  gratitude from
employers dependent  upon  those  whose  existence  flaunted established principles
of  chivalry and patriotism.  Koch  is particularly sharp in pointing out  that  the

'  Italian  conflicts were no longe_r centred on  a  question of Holy Roman Empire v.
Papacy, but had degenerated  into clashes  between those with urban particularist
ambitions. As suggested by the author, it is true  that  the  city- -states hired
mercenaries from  other  cities and countries  because  they needed  extra  troops, but
it'is  also  true  that  few members of an urban-based militia could be trusted to be
loyal. Moreover, the  nobility and the merchants  were  no longer willing to risk their
lives, time, and  money on the  battlefield.  While the nobility came in for the  most
criticism, as they were  seen  as  failing in  their natural role  as social and military
leaders, the  merchant  groups  were often excused  from joining the militia in order
to spend more  time  in commercial pursuits. At the same time as political and
urban tensions were  apparent, and violently so, business was conducted  much  as
usual, and at  a  profit, interrupted only by the Ciompi riots of the 1370s. Koch
admits the efficiency and utility of the mercenary groups, but his theory of the
condottieri's  independent  move  to  elect  their own leaders and form  closed
corporations can perhaps be challenged by a view  influenced less by autonomy
than practicality.  By the early fourteenth century, cities and powers found it easier

'  to put mercenaries under  contract  by dealing with  their  leaders, and Florence even
went  so far as to assure this convenience by assigning its  mercenaries a
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commander. Rounding out the chapter is an admirable critique of the  nature  of
mercenary warfare, characterised  more  by attrition  than  clear  and  open  victories,
which  would have  deprived the participants of  a  job as  well  as providing catalyst
and  catharsis  to bring about  satisfaction and solution.

In all, Koch  has  produced a  thought-provoking study of. warfare in Europe
over twelve  hundred years, identifying patterns and themes  which  deserve
renewed consideration.

LORRAINE ATTREED

:‘HE  PERPENDICULAR STYLE 1330-1485, by John  Harvey. Batsford, 1978.
15

The Perpendicular, like the  Georgian, was a style of  architecture  unique to
England.  It was much  vilified  by the  Victorians, with a  few  notable  exceptions, as
a debasement  of English  Gothic  but the twentieth century has  long recognized its
achievement of  unity in plan and elevation, its dignity and simplicity. Dr Harvey
is its enthusiastic  advocate  in  this handsome  book.  He  firmly identifies the
Perpendicular style  with  the later  Plantagenet  kings, from Edward 111 to Richard

‘III, and links its  progress with  their  individual  tastes  and fortunes.
Several  reasons are  suggested  to  explain  the  emergence  of the style, notably

the  influence  of the  Middle East  and the  imitation  of Persian  patterns  among the
artists  in the  household  and  crusading army of the  future  Edward I. The
generation preceding the  emergence  of the new  style  saw the production of the
great  Edwardian  castles, major building in many cathedral  towns, employment of
foreign  experts  and ideas as well as the building of St  Stephen’s  Chapel,
Westminster, which Dr  Harvey sees  as an all  important training ground  for  young
artists.  This  was  also  the time of declining French influence and as  soon  as the
young Edward III  began  to  assert  his pretensions to the  French  crown there was  a
particularly favourable climate  for the growth of an  emphatically English  style.
The  simultaneous  development of the stone  masons into a corporate body with a
country wide organisation, possibly with regional and central assemblies, was
crucial  to the spreading of the new ideas and techniques.

Dr Harvey naturally devotes  much  space  to the first generation of  exponents
of the new  style  and to its  peak  of achievement at the end of the fourteenth
century under Henry Yeveley, famous among other  things  for Canterbury nave,
and William Wynford, designer of Winchester nave and introducer of the typical
church  tower  of the  Perpendicular  style. By their day the  architect  was no  longer
the resident  master  on the  building site  but was  a consultant  journeying about  the
country giving advice, creating and  spreading designs in  a  way that  was  most
important  in  creating a national  style. Yeveley not only controlled the  King’s
Works but  also  had his own  private  practice and  a  monumental  business  in
London.  It was he  who, in Dr  Harvey’s  opinion, stamped  the  Perpendicular with
his own  strong and  noble  style during twenty-two years  of  virtual  dictatorship at
the end of his life. When he died in  1400  it was established as the  national  style,
clearly differentiated from its predecessor, the  late  Decorated, and from its
continental  contemporaries.
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Members of the  Richard  III  Society will be  most  interested in the chapters of
the  book  covering the  fifteenth century.  It was  a  time of considerable  building
actiw'ty throughout  the  country with  practically every parish participating,
encouraged  by surplus money and local rivalries to beautify their  churches. Dr
Harvey does  not see it as  a century of  architectural genius  but  ‘the level  of
handicraft  very seldom dropped  below  excellence’. Only after 1460  did standards
rise  significantly once  political stability was re-established and national self-
oonfidence  began  to  reassert  itself. Personal  taste  of  monarchs  was important.
Henry VI preferred simple, unadorned  architecture  but his own  tutor  Richard
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, conspicuously ignored  the  official  taste  in his
elaborate chantry chapel. Edward IV too patronized the more ornamented style
but his  Office  of  Works continued  to display a  Henrician and conservative
puritanism. The Yorkist period is  seen  as one of  transition  between the older
Papendicular style and the new  Tudor-Gothic with  a  break  at  1475.  There was
an increasing sophistication  and  a  tendency to interchange ideas between
provincial schools of Perpendicular as  well  as to  accept  continental  ideas.  There
was  a  revival of  the‘curvilinear  style, of  asymmetry and  a  general quest for
variety. Anyone  interested in the  famous  buildings of the Yorkist period will read
Dr  Harvey’s comments  on  them  with  interest.  It is not  surprising to find St
George’s Chapel, Windsor, described as revolutionary and the last great building
of English Perpendicular, but  more  provocative are his descriptions of Crosby
Hall  as  ‘off-beat’ and the  timber  roof of Eltham as  ‘curiously inept’.  The masonry
of  both  the  latter  are interestingly attributed  to  Thomas  Jurdan, Edward  IV’s
master  mason. Equally valuable for an  understanding of the  architectural
aspirations  of the period are the  author’s  comments on works at Ripon, Croyland,
Eye, Norwich  and  Durham.

A surprising number of  buildings  are ascribed to  designers, some on
documentary evidence and  some  on the evidence of style.  Notable  men of the
Yorkist  period whose  careers  are  described are  Thomas Cowper, trained at Eton
College  and  architect  to  Bishop Waynflete  of Winchester, who  built Kirby Muxloe
for  Lord Hastings, and William  Smyth, called  the  last great  architect  of the
wastem  school  of Perpendicular, a master  of  Wells  who  probably worked on the
Deanery for  John  Gunthorpe  c.1473—83  and to  whom  Dr  Harvey ascribes the
design  of the  magnificent  fan  vault  of  Sherborne, one of the greatest buildings of
the  mid-fifteenth  c_entury.

Finally mention  must  be made of the useful  distribution  maps, the figures of
mouldings, arches  and  tracery, the  index  of  architects  and artists and the  glossary
as well as the abundance of fine  photographs.

-  ANNE  F.  SUTTON
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Notices  of  Books and  Articles
The following list  corisists of recent  books  and  articles, mainly published in the
last  twelve  months, although  earlier publications may be included. The
appearance  of an item in this list  does  not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS
Mark  Girouard, Life  in the  English  Country House.  A Social  & Architectural
History. 344 pages.  Illustrated. 1978. Yale  University Press, £10.

Chapters two and  three  contain  a  description of the medieval household and
house.

J. N. Hillgarth, The  Spanish Kingdoms  1250—1516.  Volume  II. 1410—1516. The
Castilian  Hegemony. 716 pages, 1979.  Oxford  University Press, £16.

Covers  economic, social and cultural history from  about  1350 and  political
history 1410—1516.  The reign of Ferdinand and  Isabella  is  treated  in  detail.

Alexandra F. Johnston and  Margaret  Rogerson (Editors), The  York  Records.
Volumes  I and  11.608  and 352  pages. 1979. Manchester  University Press,
Records of Early English  Drama, £35.

Covers all  York  records relating to drama, minstrelsy and ceremonial from
1370  to  1642.

David  Lloyd and  Madge  Moran, The  Corner Shop,  The History of Bodenhams
from the Middle Ages. 52 pages.  Illustrated.  No  date [1979].  Ludlow Research
Papers  No. 2. Studio Press, Birmingham, £1.65.

The history of a medieval  house  in Ludlow up to the present  day.
Andrew  McCall, The  Medieval  Underworld.  319 pages. Illustrated.  1979. Hamish
Hamilton, £7.50.

Deals with those  who did not comply with  the laws of society including bandits,
outlaws, heretics, homosexuals, witches, prostitutes and  Jews.  The  last  chapter
is appropriately entitled  ‘Hell’, the place  that  was generally supposed to  await
all such persons.

ARTICLES
Elizabeth Armstrong, English  purchases  of printed  books  from the  Continent
1465—1526, English Historical Review,  Vol.  94, No.  371, April, 1979,
pp.268—290.

Eminent Yorkist clergy were among the  first  to buy printed  books.  The author  '
finds  no evidence  that  the new art was despised. She also  deals with  the  famous
1484  proviso relating to  books  and printers. '

Barrie  Dobson, The  Residentiary Canons of York in the fifteenth century, Journal
of Ecclesiastical  History.  Vol.  30, No. 2, April, 1979, pp.  145—1  73.

A  development of ideas  expressed  in his  chapter  in  A History of York  Minster,
edited  by G. E. Aylmer and R.  Cant, Oxford, 1977.

G. R. Elton, The Rolls of Parliament  1449—1547, Historical Journal, Vol.  22, No.
1, March, 1979, pp.  l-29.

The  first systematic study of  this  record. An  explanation  is  offered  for the
changes  that  took place  in the Rolls in  1484.
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Notes  on Contributors

Lorraine  Attreed  did  a  B.A. in  Archaeology and  Museum  Work at the
University of New  Mexico  and is now an American  Marshall Scholar  at the
Centre  for  Medieval Studies, University of York, where  she is enrolled in the

Master  of  Arts programme.  She is  a  member of the  Society.

Anthony B. L.  Dave  is  a  member of  some  fifteen years standing and is  also a
member of the Arms and  Armour  Society.  The  apogee  of the armourers’ crafl
being reached  in the  Ricardian  period he  thereby neatly combines two  interests.  .

R. C. and P. B.  Hairsine  are  both  members of the Society.  Robert  is a
graduate  of  Birmingham  University and  partner  in  a  civil and structural
engineering consultancy in  Poole  and director of an  associated  computer

company. His  wife  Patricia trained as  a teacher  and  taught  for several years  until
the arrival of their  children. They are  engaged  in research into  both  local  and
national  fifteenth  century topics.

P. W.  Hammond  is the  Research  Officer of the  Society and the  previous
editor of the  Ricardian.  His  publications  include  Edward  of Middleham.

Rosemary Horrox  read history at  Cambridge.  Her  doctoral dissertation, also
for'Cambridge, was  a  study of the  political patronage  of Richard III. She is the

co-edétor of the  Society's  forthcoming edition of  Harley 433.

CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements  can be  accepted at 4p per  word.  It  would  be  appreciated
if advertisers forwarded  remittances together with copy to be inserted to Jill
Gunsell  (Advertisement  Manager), 29 Castelnau, Barnes, London S.W.l3.
gheques  or postal  orders  should  be crossed and  made payable  to the  Richard  III

ociety.
Other advertisements can be  accepted  for  publication  in the  Ricardian  and

anyone  interested  in  taking space—full, half  or  quarter page-—should contact  the

Advertisement  Manager.

RICHARD  Ill  MINIATURE BUST
Approximately Sin. tall. ‘Dark Bronze’ or  ‘Stone’ finish, fine  detail.  U.K.  pn'ce
each £13.80, includes  V.A.T., packing and  postage (overseas customers—price
3%lriequest). JECOBIN LTD., 31  Romans Way, Pyrford, Woking, Surrey GU22
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE  RICARDIAN
These  are welcomed  from  all members o'n any subject relevant  to the aims of the
Scciety. These  may be illustrated by photographs  (glossy prints  showing good
contrast) 01' by line  drawings. All contributions,  including advertisements and
letters, must  be typewritten, with  double spacing and adequate  margins,  on one
side of the  paper  only. Permission  must  be obtainedfor the use of  copyright
material, but  this  is not usually necessary for  short quotes. References  and
footnotes must  be  given  in one  sequence  at the end of the article.  They must  take
the  form  similar to the  following examples;

J. H.  Ramsay, Lancaster and  York, Vol.  2, Cambridge  (1892), pp.  485—6.

B. P.  Wolfe, When  and why did  Hastings lose  his  head?  English Historical-
Review, Vol.  89  (1974), pp.  835—844.

Details  need  not be  given  in full for second and subsequent  references  to the
same source. ’ . '

_  Contributions  for the  December  Ricardian  or  Bulletin  must reach  Anfie
Sutton, 11  Eton Avenue, London NW3,  by 29th  September.  This  does.not  apply
to  articles  which should be sent well in  advance  and can be  sent  at any time.
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Living Steel

Superb  hand  made  repro~

duction 16th century

English  close  helmet  in steel.

Complete  with  steel  stand  as

illustrated. Fully articulated

and can be worn. Weight

6lb.  £150 including V.A.T.,

insurance  and carriage.
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REPRODUCTION

ARMOUR  CO.
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The Old  School  .  Kirkgate
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